F REDERICK W ILLIAM D AME

O BAMA’ S C HARISMA
***
S TATEMENT
Three years and four months after Barack Hussein Obama officially
became the illegal occupier of the Oval Office, The Washington Post 1, in its
usual warped presentation, wrote:
“Barack Obama is no longer a charismatic leader, not in
the traditional sense. He is a leader who is charismatic,
and that makes all the difference.” 2
The statement by the Washington Post is typical Washington Post
propaganda. It says the opposite of what is the truth. Therefore, it is
necessary to place the concept of charisma regarding Barack Hussein Obama
into proper perspective.
T HE D EFINITION
The definition of charisma is “A rare quality or power attributed to those
persons who have an exceptional ability for leadership and for securing the
devotion of a large number of people. In theology, charisma is A divinely
inspired gift of power, such as the ability to perform miracles.” 3

T HE E TYMOLOGY
The word charisma comes from the Indo-Germanic word root gher- 6 ,
meaning to like, to want. Its suffixed zero-grade form *ghŗ-i- is the origin of
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In 2008, The Washington Post was owned by the Graham Family who sold it to Jeff Bezos,
the founder, chairman, and chief executive officer of Amazon.com in August 2013 for $250
million dollars.
Already in 2008, the newspaper had become a propaganda tool of the
Democrat Party. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_E._Graham) It is now Jeff Bozos’
personal propaganda tool.
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/on-leadership/president-obama-is-cool-andthats-a-good-thing/2012/05/16/gIQA3DY0TU_story.html?utm_term=.138e364fc811
3 W illiam Morris, Editor, The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston: 1976.
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the Greek kharis, meaning grace, favor. This is the source of the English word
charisma, as well as eucharist. 4
The Greek χάρισμα (chárisma) means released or gift of grace. The
plural form χαρίσματα (charismata) derives from χάρις (charis), which means grace.
Thus it yields the concept of grace. Therefore, some derivatives of the root have the
same meanings of the modern connotation that we know as the sense of personality,
i.e., one is filled with attractiveness, charm, kindness, or one is favored or blessed.
Ancient Greek was spoken in the Roman Empire, and the ancient Greek
language used the term with a quasi-religious connotation when they applied
personality, charm, kindness, i.e., charisma to their gods. The Romans adopted this
behavior. A prime example is the Greek goddess Χάριτες (Charites) and to the
Romans, the Gratiae, the Graces to whom they attributed beauty, charm, fertility,
human creativity, and nature.

THE DEVELOPMENT
The original meanings in Greco-Roman usages have metamorphosed into a
theological impression and a socio-political impression. Social Scientists and
theologians refer to these two impressions as divinely conferred charisma and
personality charisma. The former is a charisma conferred by a diety. The latter is the
charisma of the individual. The linguist John Potts has analyzed at length the historical
usages of the concept charisma.5 According to him the meaning of charisma in Modern
English is a mixture of charm and stature. It contains a mysterious, indeed, an elusive
quality. The mass media sometimes refer to this as a person’s X-factor. The reporters,
commentators, and pundits often claim that charisma in a politician is a manifestation
of a gifted spirit.
“Contemporary charisma maintains, however, the irreducible character
ascribed to it by (Max) Weber: it retains a mysterious, elusive quality.
Media commentators regularly describe charisma as the 'X-factor'.
4

Consult Julius Pokorny, Indogermanisches Etymologisches Wörterbuch, Band I, A Francke
Verlag, Tübingen und Basel: 2005, entry I. ĝher-, p.440. The asterisk* before the suffixed
zero-grade form means that the nomenclature has been authentically reconstructed by
language historians and etymologists.
5

John Potts, A History of Charisma, Palgrave Macmillan, London: 2010. John Potts is
Associate Professor in Media at Macquarie University, Australia. He is the author of Radio
In Australia, Culture and Technology (co-authored with Andrew Murphie) and Technologies
of Magic (co-edited with Edward Scheer).
See
https://www.mq.edu.au/about_us/faculties_and_departments/faculty_of_arts/department_o
f_media_music_communication_and_cultural_studies/staff/academic_staff/professor_john
_potts/.
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…The enigmatic character of charisma also suggests a connection – at
least to some degree – to the earliest manifestations of charisma as a
spiritual gift.6
Both the Hebrews and the Christians have recorded the development of
charisma as coming from a divine spirit, i. e., charisma is emanating from a deity. In
the Hebrew language, this concept is referred to as hen, meaning favor, or the
predicate hanan, meaning to show favor. When the Hebrew Bible, the Tanakh (Biblia
Hebraica), was translated into Greek in the third century BC, the root charis replaced
the Hebrew terms. The Hebrew account is filled with historical Jews who as heroes
received Yahveh’s (God’s) favor. Charisma coming from Yahveh was applied to
revered persons.
Already in the first century, the Jews living in the Middle East acquired in their
daily lives the meaning of charisma that had been entrenched into Greco-Roman cults.
The Apostle Paul in First Corinthians established the theory that charisma comes from
the Holy Spirit when he speaks of “the gift of God’s grace.” Thus, possessing charisma
is the result of possessing God’s grace.
In the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans, Paul makes six references to
the divine gift of charisma.7 Paul also refers to charisma seven times in the First Epistle
of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians in its singular form charisma and its plural form
charismata. 8 In the Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Corinthians he refers to
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John Potts, A History of Charisma, p. 3.
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Romans 1:11. “For I long to see you so that I may impart some spiritual gift to you, that you may be
established;”

Romans 5:15-16. “But the free gift is not like the transgression. For if by the transgression of the one
the many died, much more did the grace of God and the gift by the grace of the one Man, Jesus Christ,
abound to the many. The gift is not like that which came through the one who sinned; for on the one
hand the judgment arose from one transgression resulting in condemnation, but on the other hand the
free gift arose from many transgressions resulting in justification.”
Romans 6:23. “For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our
Lord.”
Romans 11:29. “… for the gifts and the calling of God are irrevocable.”
Romans 12:6. “Since we have gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, each of us is to
exercise them accordingly: if prophecy, according to the proportion of his faith; … .”
8

First Corinthians 1:7. “… so that you are not lacking in any gift, awaiting eagerly the revelation of
our Lord Jesus Christ,”
First Corinthians 7:7. “Yet I wish that all men were even as I myself am. However, each man has his
own gift from God, one in this manner, and another in that.”
First Corinthians 12:4. “Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit.”
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the charisma gift one time.9 In the First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy there is
one reference.10 In the Second Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy there is one
reference11 In the First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Peter, there is one reference,12
bringing the total references to seventeen.13
The revered figures to whom charisma is applied in the Gospels are Jesus and
Mary. Thus, the first Christians understood this appointing of special people as
bestowing them with spiritual presence, which, according to the German evangelical
philosopher, theologist, and historian Ernst Wilhelm Benz (1907-1978), gave them
"the ability to penetrate the neighbor to the bottom of his heart
and spirit and to recognize whether he is dominated by a good or
by an evil spirit and the gift to help him to freedom from his
demon". 14
Those believing in Yahveh/God saw the characters of the religious
persons as possessing a higher perfection, a special charisma. 15 Throughout
the following centuries, such an attitude was attributed to institutions such as
First Corinthians 12:9. “… to another faith by the same Spirit, and to another gifts of healing by the one
Spirit.”
First Corinthians 12:28. “And God has appointed in the church, first apostles, second prophets, third
teachers, then miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, administrations, various kinds of tongues.”
First Corinthians 12:30-31. “All do not have gifts of healings, do they? All do not speak with tongues,
do they? All do not interpret, do they? But earnestly desire the greater gifts. And I show you a still
more excellent way.
9 Second Corinthians 1:11. “…you also joining in helping us through your prayers, so that
thanks may be given by many persons on our behalf for the favor bestowed on us through
the prayers of many.”
10

First Timothy 4:14. “Do not neglect the spiritual gift within you, which was bestowed on
you through prophetic utterance with the laying on of hands by the presbytery.”
11

Second Timothy 1:6. “For this reason I remind you to kindle afresh the gift of God which
is in you through the laying on of my hands.”
12 First Peter 4:10. “As each one has received a special gift, employ it in serving one another as good
stewards of the manifold grace of God.”
13

http://www.biblestudytools.com/lexicons/greek/nas/charisma.html. The Bible verses are
those of the New American Standard translation of the Bible. See also the discussion of
the Bible references in Charisma und Amt in der Urkirche und heute, Gastvorlesung an der
Katholische-Theologische Fakultät der Universität München am 13.12.1984, by Rudolf
Schnackenburg
at
https://mthz.ub.uni-muenchen.de/index.php/MThZ/article/viewFile/3241/5139,
passim.
14

E. W . B. (Ernst W ilhelm Benz), The Roles of Christianity, Section: Church and Social
Welfare, Sub-section: Pastoral Care in The New Encyclopædia Britannica, volume 16,
1986, p. 306.
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Ibid.
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the Church, the Synagogue, the Mosque, 16 (because Islam usurped the
concept from the Hebrews and Christians), and the monarchy. By the
beginning of the seventeenth-century charisma as belonging to the individual
became emphasized and this trend culminated in the presentation of the
spiritual aspects of charisma in the individual.
Although the first appearance of the term charisma in the English
language dates to 1641, and possibly before, 17 by the year 1947, a particular
sense developed concerning people, particularly political leaders who had a
gift of leadership or a strong sense of power or authority. By the early 1960s,
this developed into a sense of strong personal appeal or magnetism,
especially with political figures like John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1917-1963) the
35 th President of the United States of America (1961-1963).
This development in the meaning of personality charisma was very
dependent on the contribution of the German sociologist Max Weber (18641920) and his discovery of the subject in Kirchenrecht I Die geschichtlichen
Grundlagen (Leipzig: 1892) by Rudolph Sohm (1841-1917). Although Sohm
did not use the terminology charisma – he used Gnadengabe (literally spiritual
grace or gift of grace) – the subject matter caused a very widespread debate
amongst religious scholars throughout the next generation that culminated in
Weber’s use of the term in both The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism (Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus [1904,
1905]) 18 and Sociology of Religion (Soziologie der Religion [1920]). 19 Weber
16

A mosque is not a church. It is nothing more than a place to pray.

17

Robert K. Barnhart, editor, Chambers Dictionary of Etymology, H. W . Wilson Company,
Edinburgh: 2008, p. 160.

18

"Nur steht als Hemmnis wieder die aus dem Vorbild des Missionslebens der Apostel
hergeleitete Glorifizierung des Charisma der apostolischen Besitzlosigkeit bei den von Gott
durch »Gnadenwahl« erwählten »Jüngern«. (“Only the apostle-derived glorification of the
charisma of the apostolic lack of possessions again stands as an obstacle to the model of
the mission life by the grace of God through chosen disciples.) Referenced in II. Die
Berufsethik des asketischen Protestantismus:
1. Die religiösen Grundlagen der
innerweltlichen
Askese
at
http://www.zeno.org/Soziologie/M/W eber,+Max/Schriften+
zur+Religionssoziologie/Die+protestantische+Ethik+und+der+Geist+des+Kapitalismus/II.+
Die+Berufsethik+des+asketischen+Protestantismus/1.+Die+religi%C3%B6sen+Grundlagen
+der+innerweltlichen+Askese and “…nach dem Vorbild der Apostel lebend und also mit dem
Charisma der Jüngerschaft begabt.“( according to the example of the living apostles and
therefore gifted with the charisma of the discipleship.”) Referenced in II. Die Berufsethik
des
asketischen
Protestantismus:
2.
Askese
und
kapitalistischer
Geist
at
http://www.zeno.org/Soziologie/M/W eber,+Max/Schriften+zur+Religionssoziologie/Die+pro
testantische+Ethik+und+der+Geist+des+Kapitalismus/II.+Die+Berufsethik+des+asketische
n+Protestantismus/2.+Askese+und+kapitalistischer+Geist.
19 Superbly presented and discussed at length in Max Webers Theorie der charismatischen
Herrschaft
und
ihrer
Veralltäglichung
at
https://www.audimax.de/fileadmin/hausarbeiten/
sozialwissenschaft/Hausarbeiten-Sozialwissenschaften-Max-Webers-Theorie-der-charismatischenHerrschaft-und-ihrer-Veralltaeglichung.pdf.
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did not undertake any extended definition of the term in these works.
However, in Economy and Society (Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft [1922]),
Weber applied to the term the concept of action he described as being valuerational as being opposed to instrumental rational. 20
Charisma as value-rational identified and coincided with Sohm’s
meaning of the subject and the earlier application to Christianity as something
being divinely conferred on persons. Eventually, this appeared in Weber’s
charisma of the individuality, which he considered delineated a form of
authority. This resulted in Weber’s classical definition of charisma.
“Charisma is a certain quality of an individual personality by
virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men and treated as
endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically
exceptional powers or qualities. These as such are not
accessible to the ordinary person, but are regarded as of divine
origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them the individual
concerned is treated as a leader.” 21
Thus, Weber expanded the concept of charisma to conceive it as being
superhuman with exceptional qualities and authority. The followers of a
person give their leader and guarantee their leader with authority and give
him/her “a value-rational” that provides for the validity of one possessing
charisma.
Charisma, consequently, is simply that which followers recognize in
those leaders whom they treat as being leaders. This may appear ambiguous,
yet less ambiguous is the recognition of charisma in the performance outcome
of a person in the world of politics.
Politicians who are leaders are seen by their followers as being able to
cure all of the ills of the society which they govern. If such a leader’s lies are
big enough, they will be accepted at the truth by those who are often called
sheeple (sheep +people).
The historical example of the big lie is Adolf Hitler’s description in his
book Mein Kampf where he describes it as a typical propaganda technique of
the Jews, which is far from the truth, the reality being that Hitler and his
followers converted the German history of anti-Semitism into mass murder,

20

Go to http://www.unilibrary.com/ebooks/W eber,%20Max%20-%20W irtschaft%20und%20
Gesellschaft.pdf, passim.
21 W eber, Max. The Theory of Social and Economic Organization, translated by A. M.
Henderson and Talcott Parsons. Simon and Schuster, Free Press, 1924/1947, pp. 328,
358ff.
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the Holocaust, by arguing that the German BIG LIE that innocent, defeated
Germany was forced to become a force against international Jewry, which
Adolf Hitler said had started World War I because international Jewry was the
real power in Great Britain, the United States of America and Russia.
International Jewry wanted to exterminate Germany and therefore, Germany
(Hitler’s Third Reich) not only had a duty, but a right, to exterminate the Jews
in self-defense.
“(The Jews have) an unqualified capacity for falsehood, … . (I)n the big
lie there is always a certain force of credibility; because the broad
masses of a nation are always more easily corrupted in the deeper strata
of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus in the
primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big
lie than the small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little
matters but would be ashamed to resort to large-scale falsehoods.
It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal untruths, and
they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort
the truth so infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so
may be brought clearly to their minds, they will still doubt and waver and
will continue to think that there may be some other explanation. For the
grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even after it has
been nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this world
and to all who conspire together in the art of lying.”22
A PPELLATIONS D ESCRIBING B ARACK H USSEIN O BAMA ’ S C HARISMA 23
That Barack Hussein Obama is a liar in the Hitleresque vein, is an
understatement. The following list of names/titles for Barack Hussein Obama
evokes the reality of his charisma. Barack Hussein Obama’s charisma is not
divine. Indeed, it is hellish!

22

Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Vol. I, Chapter. X, Why the Second Reich Collapsed, at https://web.
archive.org/web/20080724025441/http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks02/0200601.txt.
23

At http://brainshavings.com/obama-nicknames/ the reader will find The Pretty Darn
Exhaustive Obama Nickname List. The author/collector states “I’ve collected this pretty darn
exhaustive list of appellations for Barack Obama while surfing the conservative side of the Internet. I’ll
add to the list as new ones crop up. Feel free to contribute your own.”
The list is current as of January 4, 2017.
See also the information at
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/2/23/1636833/-The-Nine-Billion-Names-of-the-Usurper, which
has 633 names for Barack Hussein Obama and https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2017/2/22/1631801/IAN-Thursday-2-23-2017-Nicknames-for-the-Abomination where Samantha Bee calls out 43
appellations for President Donald J. Trump.
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The list below is not exhaustive. I have added explanations in
parentheses to some of the appellations to give the reader more information
concerning the reason(s) behind the use of the names.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

A Crock O’Drama
AKOTUS (Ass Kicker Of The United States)
Alfred E. Obama (This is a reference to Alfred E. Newman, the comic character
in MAD Magazine.)
Alinsky’s Wet Dream (Saul Alinsky was an American community organizer and
writer whose main work was the book Rules for Radicals, the master plan for antiAmerican haters of republican democracy.)
Alinskyite-in-Chief, The
Anointed One, The (This is a reference to his being considered holy by the
lamestream media and the dumbed-down world, particularly Americans.)
Anti-Founder, The
Asshole-in-Chief, The
B. Hussein Obama
B.O. (The abbreviation for Barack Obama is also the abbreviation for Body Odor.)
B-Ho (Ho could be street slang for a hooker.)
Barack Obama (The emphasis should be on crack with Ba being ba(d).
Bam-Bam
Bambi
Bammy
Bamster, The
Barack Hussein Alinsky
Barack Hussein Kardashian (A Kardashian is a simultaneous fart and queef.)
Barack Ilyich Lenin (Ilyich is the Middle name of Lenin’s true name, real spelling
Wladimir Iljitsch Uljanow.)
Barack Insane Obama
Barack O’Change Obama
Barack The Magic Negro
Barack The Wealth Spreader (The allusion is to the spreading of taxpayer money
to favored Leftists and Leftist organizations.)
Barack W. Bush
Barack Ovomit
Barack Oralbama
Barack Obabykiller
Barack Oralsex
Barack Omelonpatch
Baracka Claus
Barackus Hubris Maximus (The maximum of foolish pride or over-confidence.)
Bareass Banana
Barky
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34. Barrack Inseinn O’bowdown (Inseinn is the result of combining insane with
Hussein.)
35. Barrack SoVain Obama
36. Barry Soetoro (This was Obama’s childhood name in Indonesia when he was
adopted by Lolo Soetoro.)
37. Barry Obowdown, the im-POTUS (The association is that Obama bowed down
to the Saudi-Arabian king.)
38. Bathhouse Barry (The association is that Obama and Rahm Emmanuel
frequented Man’s Country, a gay bathhouse, in Andersonville, Illinois.)
39. Big Brother
40. BoBo the Clown
41. Bobblehead-in-Chief
42. Bowing Barry Sotero
43. Boy President, The
44. Bracket Boy (This is a reference to Obama picking the winners of basketball
tournaments.)
45. Brak (Short form of the above Bracket Boy)
46. Brokeback Insane O’Bummer
47. Bystander-in-Chief, The
48. Campaigner-in-Chief, The
49. Captain Bullshit
50. Captain Clueless
51. Captain Kickass
52. Captain Teleprompter
53. Carter 2.0 (Carter means former President Jimmy Carter and that Obama is a
newer program of the Carter failures.)
54. Celebrity of The United States, The
55. Chairman Zero
56. Chairman Mau-Mau (Mau-Mau is a children’s card game and play on the name
of Chairman Mao-Zedong of China.)
57. Chairman Bao Bao (Bao Bao is a panda bear in the Berlin Zoo.)
58. Chairman Bow
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59. Che Obama (Che is a reference to the Latin American communist revolutionary
Che Guevara.)
60. Chewbacca’s Husband (Michelle Obama: Chewbacca is a hairy, ape-faced
character in Star Wars.)
61. Chicago Thug-in-Chief, The
62. Chicago Charlatan, The
63. Chief Walking Eagle
64. Chimpy the Kenyan
65. Choom Prince, The (Obama belonged to a pot-smoking Choom Gang as a
younger man. Choom was the euphemism for smoking marijuana.)
66. Choomer
67. Chosen One, The
68. Coach Dreamy
69. Commander-in-Thief, The
70. CommanDERP-in-Chief, The (DERP [sometimes DeRp] means collusion of the
Democratic Party and the Republican Party in American politics.)
71. Community-Organizer-in-Chief, The
72. Comrade Obama
73. Comrade Chairman Osama bin (Osama bin alludes to Osama bin Laden and the
fact that he was a Muslim terrorist and that Obama is a closet Muslim terrorist.)
74. Bite-Me (A polite way of saying “f_ _k off, sc_ _w you, b_ _w me, get lost, f_ _k
you.)
75. D’OHbama (D’OH is a catchphrase often said by the comic character
Homer Simpson when he finally realizes that he has done something
stupid.)
76. Dear Leader
77. Dear Reader (Obama reads his speeches from a teleprompter.)
78. Demagogue-in-Chief, The
79. Depression President, The
80. Divider, The
81. Divot (This is a reference to Obama playing golf, but not hitting the golf ball and
instead of taking a chunk of grass out of the fairway.)
82. Dog-Eating Sarong Boy, The (Obama said that when he lived in Indonesia he ate
dog meat.)
83. Dr. DoNothing
84. Dr. Utopia
85. Dreamy McMompants (McMompants is a reference to Obama wearing female
trousers/pants.)
86. Duh One
87. Dumbo
88. Ear Leader, The
89. Earth Whisperer, The
90. Emperor Barack I
10

91. Emperor Pen ‘N Phone (Obama said he could govern by using his pen and
telephone.)
92. Empty Chair, The
93. Empty Suit, The
94. Empty-Suit-in-Chief, The
95. Errorist, The
96. First Gay President, The
97. Food Stamp President, The
98. Fraud, The
99. Fraudbama
100. Fresh Prince of Bill Ayers, The (Bill Ayers is an American Leftist/terrorist who
wrote Obama’s best-selling book Dreams From My Father.)
101. Gaybama
102. Gelding-in-Chief, The
103. General Zod (Kneel before him!)
104. Gerbil President, The
105. God, Jr.
106. Greasespot
107. Great Fraud, The
108. His Imperious Majesty Barack
109. First, President of America, the
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110. Protector of the People as Long As They Know Their Place and Belong to The
Right Unions, Defender of the Privileges Accrued by Attending the Right
University, and Scourge of the Rich If They Don’t Contribute To The Democratic
Party
111. His O’liness (Holiness)
112. His Phoniness
113. His Travesty
114. His “O”ily-ness (This is a play on the words holiness and oily, meaning that
Obama is so slimy that he cannot be caught and made responsible for anything.
115. His Holiness Pinocchio Obama
116. Hopenchange
117. Hopey-Dopey-Change
118. Goof, The
119. Hopiate of the Masses, The (Hopiate is the combination of hope and opiate,
meaning that Obama’ slogan hope placed people in a trance as if they had
succumbed to opium.
120. Hussein HopenChangen
121. Idiot Emperor, The
122. Idiot King, The
123. Idiot Messiah, The
124. Idiot Prince, The
125. Il Doofus
126. Il Douche
127. Il Douchebag
128. Il Duce The 3rd
129. Jackass-in-Chief, The
130. Jarrett’s Bitch (Jarret refers to Valerie Jarrett, Obama advisor during his eight
years as the occupier of the Oval Office. Many think that she made all of the
presidential decisions. Obama was a slave to her – no decisions were ever made
without consulting her – as if he were her bitch.)
131. Jarrett’s Puppet
132. J.E.F. (Jug Eared F***)
133. Jimmy Carter 2.0
134. Joker, The
135. Jug-Eared Demigodlet, The
136. Jug-Eared Messiah, The
137. Jug Ears
138. Kenyan, The
139. Kenyan Kid, The
140. Kid Clueless
141. King Barack I
142. King of Barrycades, The
143. King Mumbo Jumbo
12

144. King Nopey Changey
145. King Putt (Putt refers to playing golf: putting around.)
146. King Zero
147. Leper Messiah, The
148. Liar-in-Chief, The

149. Lightbringer, The (The insinuation is that Obama considered [considers] himself
to be the light of the world.)
150. Lightworker, The
151. LOLbama (Laughing Out Loud over Obama.)
152. Lord Hussein Obimbo
153. Lord Of Catastrophes, The
154. Lucifer’s Fluffer
155. Lyin’ King, The
156. Man-Child, The
157. Man-Child President, The
158. Maobama
159. Marshmallow Balls
160. Mau-Mauer-in-Chief, The
161. Messiah, The
162. Milhouse (sic.) (Mark Levin was the first to name Obama Barack Milhous Obama
in reference to Richard Milhous Nixon.24 The suggestion is that Obama should
resign from office, as Nixon did.)
24

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/bloggers/2559572/posts.
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163. Mohammedan Mouthpiece, The
164. Momjeans
165. Mr. Magoobama
166. Mr. Potato Head
167. Munificent Sun-King Lightworker, The
168. My Main Marxist
169. No-Cojone Pony, The
170. No-Go Mojo Man, The
171. Nobama
172. Nutless Wonder, The
173. O’Carter
174. O’Chavez
169. O-Bore-Me
170. O-BOW-ma
171. O-boy
172. O-cialist, The
173. OMGWTF (O My God What The F---k)
174. OOO (Occupant of the Oval Office; a.k.a. “Triple O”)
175. ObaMao
176. Obama the Deceiver
177. Obama bin Laden
178. Obama bin Lyin’
179. Obama Won Kabuki (Kabuki refers to the Japanese traditional theater and the
fact that Obama’s politics are nothing more than [Japanese] theatrics.)
180. Obama Osama
181. Obama-Lama-Ding-Dong
182. Obama-one Yaphony (Yaphony is a reference to the fact that Obama does phony
yapping.)
183. Obamachev (-chev is an ending to a Russian family name and the insinuation is
that Obama was/is a Russian agent who is surrendering America to the
Russians.)
184. Obamadinejad (-dinejad refers to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the sixth Iranian
President ([2005-2013] and the fact that Obama did nothing to counter Iran’s antiAmerican politics.
185. ObaMadoff (Madoff refers to Bernie Madoff, an American fraudster,25 like
Obama.)
186. Obamafail
187. Obamahammed
188. Obamandias (Obama is the king of kings!26)

25

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Madoff.

26

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-11-18/obamandias, http://www.zombietime.com/
zomblog/?p=1456
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189. Obamanocchio (Combination of Obama and Pinocchio.)
190. Obamanure (Combination of Obama and manure, bovine dung.)
191. Obamaramadingdong (Reference to a FaceBook blog.27)
192. Obamateur
193. Obamawankenobi (wankenobi refers to a fictional character in Star Wars, who is
supposedly wise.)
194. Obambi
195. Obamenbashi (The term enbashi could refer to the idea that Obama is full of
nothingness.)
196. Obamessiah, The
197. Obaminable
198. Obamination

27

https://www.facebook.com/ObamaRamaDingdong/
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199. Obammunist, The
200. Obammy
201. Obarfo (The word barf means to vomit.)
202. ObeyMe
203. Obie bum Kabrokie
204. Obi-Wan Nairobi
205. Obimbo
206. Oblahblah
207. Oblowme
208. Obnoxious Buffoon Annoying Most Americans
209. Obomba

210. Obowa
211. Obowma
212. Obozo the Clown
213. Obroccoli (The word broccoli could refer to marijuana.)
214. Obumbles the Clown
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215. Obumma
216. Obummer
217. Obysmal
218. Oclueless
219. Odopey
220. Odrama
221. Odumbass
222. Odumbo
223. Odummy
224. OediPOTUS Wrecks
225. Ogabe (The word gabe refers to a person who thinks s/he is amazing, cool.)
226. Oh Bow Low
227. Oh-Blah-Muhhhh
228. Oilbama
229. Oilbowma
230. Oilslick Obama
231. Ol’ Jug Ears
232. OmniPresident, The
233. One Big Ass Mistake, America One, The
234. One Big AwfulMistake, America
235. Osama Obama
236. Ovomit
237. Owebama
238. Owebowmao
239. PBO
240. POSOTUS (Piece Of Shit Of The United States)
241. Pantload-in (Full of crap!)
242. Chief, The
243. Pantywaist-in-Chief, The
244. PeeWee (This could refer to Obama being an adolescent who will never grow
up.)
245. Peter Pan President, The
246. Petulant of The United States, The
247. Petulant POTUS, The
248. Preezy Boyfriend
249. Preezy of the United Steezy, The
250. Precedent, The
251. Precedent Uhhhhbama (Peace be upon him) (Uhhhh means that Obama stutters
when giving his speeches and Peace be upon him gives him the stature of being
equivalent to Islam’s Muhammad.)
252. PresiDEBT of the United States
253. President Ad Lib
254. President Asshat
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255. President Asterisk* (When an asterisk is applied to presidents, it means that there
is something negative about them.
256. President Bagels-And-Lox (Bagels filled with brined salmon. It could mean that
there is something fishy about Obama.)
257. President Barrycade
258. President Bitch
259. President Blame Things
260. President Bullworth
261. Truthbomb
262. President Butthurt
263. President Calvinball (Calvinball is a game in which the players make the rules as
they play.)
264. President Choom (weed smoker)
265. President Chicken Legs
266. President Chip Shot
267. President Christ Superstar
268. President Diapers
269. President Dipshit
270. President Divot (Cutting up a sod of grass while playing golf.)
271. President Doubtfire
272. President Empty Chair
273. President Fail
274. President Faily McWorsethancarter
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276. President Final Four
277. President Flim-Flam
278. President Fussybritches
279. President Hashtag
280. President Hissy Fit
281. President Hollywood
282. President Hopenchange
283. President Hope ‘N Grovel
284. President Jackwagon (A jackwagon is a person who is worthless or lazy.)
285. President Joffrey (A troll.)
286. President Left Shark (A Left Shark is one who breaks away from the pack.)
287. President Lightweight
288. President Mom Jeans
289. President Nancypants
290. President No Balls
291. President No-You-Can’t-Have-That-Plan-Because-I-Don’t-Like-It-McMandates
292. President Nose Candy (Nose Candy is a term for cocaine.)
293. President Pantywaist
294. President Pass-The-Buck
295. President PeeWee
296. President Pétain (Pétain refers to Marshal Pétain of France who was the head of
the Vichy government under the occupying German Third Reich. Petain was tried
and convicted of treason, but was not executed. He died in 1951.)
297. President Pitching Wedge
298. President Pop Star
299. President Poppins
300. President Pot Smoke
301. President Precious Perfect
302. President Priss (The word priss is the short form of prissy, .eamiomg selfcentered.)
303. President Prissypants
304. President Punk
305. President Putt-Putt
306. President Rambobama
307. President Red Line
308. President Ron Burgundy (Ron Burgundy is a fictitious film character in the movie
Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy. It is a spoof on being upright
and honest.
309. President Sackless
310. President Santa
311. President Selfie
312. President Selfie I-Me-My-Mine
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313. President Selfie Stick
314. President Selfish
315. President Seven Iron
316. President Sham Wow
317. President Snow(bama) (Snow is another term for cocaine.)
318. President Sputnik
319. President Stompy Foot
320. President Stompy Foot McMomJeans
321. President Sand Trap
322. President Tee Time
323. President Uh
324. Presidunce, The
325. Princess Fairypants
326. Professor Ditherton Wiggleroom (The name Ditherton Wiggleroom is formed from
the words to dither, meaning intentionally speaking, but saying nothing of content
and to wiggle, meaning moving about with irregular motion.)
327. Promptee, The
328. Pronoun-in-Chief, The
329. Punk, The
330. Purple Lips
331. Rainbow King, The
332. Red Line Rambo, The
333. Redistributor-in-Chief, The
334. Reggie Love’s Catcher (Reggie refers to Obama’s body man and lover Reggie
Love.)
335. Reggie’s Sweetie
336. Rodeo Clown of The United States, The
337. SCOAMF (Stuttering Cluster**** of a Miserable Failure)
338. Scold-in-Chief, The
339. Scooter (A sub-class person who takes up more room than necessary.)
340. Silver-Tongued Emir of Eloquence, The
341. Skippy
342. Solomon Obama (Solomon refers to King Solomon who is famous for his wisdom.
In reference to Obama it is full of irony.)
344. Snob-ama
345. Sparky
346. Spineless Wonder, The
347. Squanderer-in-Chief, The
348. Stain, The
349. Teh One (The = the.)
350. Teh Won (The Won is an expression of approval.)
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351. Teleprompter Jesus
352. Teleprompter of the U.S. (TOTUS)
353. Teletubbie-in-Chief, The
354. Testy McThinskinned
355. T.F.G. (This F***ing Guy)
356. Thug-in-Chief, The
357. Turkmenbama (A turkmen could refer to a squat toilet.)
358. Unicorn King, The
359. Unicorn Prince, The
360. Urkel (A skinny person who is annoying, irritating.)
361. Usurper-in-Chief, The
362. Valerie’s Bitch
363. Valerie’s Puppet
364. Waffles The Clown
365. Whacky Barracky
366. Whiny Little Bitch
367. Wizard of Uhhs, The
368. Zero
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T HE Q UINTESSENCE

OF

O BAMA ’ S C HARISMA

Remember the opening statement concerning Barack Hussein Obama
as being a leader who is charismatic? A person who is a charismatic politician
must have the spiritual gift of being a healer of society’s ills. A charismatic
healer keeps evil away from the society. Barack Hussein Obama damaged
American culture, traditions, and history and destroyed as much of them as
he could.
The truth is that Barack Hussein was not a leader. Charismatic he was
not!
Barack Hussein Obama was lazy and lazier! Indeed, Barack Hussein
Obama was the laziest, except when it came to playing golf.
Barack Hussein Obama lied and lied and lied to all Americans and all
the world and the dumbed-downed worshipped him for it.
President Donald J. Trump is not vile.
President Donald J. Trump is not evil.
President Donald J. Trump does not lie.
President Donald J. Trump’s origin is not hellish.
President Donald J. Trump is a natural born citizen of the United States
of America.
President Donald J. Trump is not an imposter.
Barack Hussein Obama is an impostor.
Barack Hussein Obama is not a natural born citizen of the United States
of America. 28
28

The Constitution for the United States of America, Section One, Article Two, sets forth the eligibility
requirements for serving as president of the United States, under clause 5 (emphasis added):
“No Person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the
time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of
President; neither shall any Person be eligible to that Office who shall not have
attained to the Age of thirty-five Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident within the
United States.”
According to Emmerich de Vattel (1714-1767) in his legal work Le Droit des gens (Law of Nations
[1758]), the internationally recognized authoritative definition of natural born citizen has always been
“§ 212. Citizens and natives. The citizens are the members of the civil society; bound
to this society by certain duties, and subject to its authority, they equally participate in
its advantages. The natives, or natural-born citizens, are those born in the country, of
parents who are citizens." (http://www.arky.org/Constitution/IOTC/Lesson%207_2Natural%20Born%20Citizen. pdf.)
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Barack Hussein Obama’s origin is hellish.
Barack Hussein Obama persistently lies.
Lies are the source of evil. Lies originate with people who are evil.
Barack Hussein Obama is evil.
Barack Hussein Obama is vile.
Idiot American DemocRATS and the wicked political Left still honor him.
Barack Hussein Obama is a strutting fopdoodle, gnashnab,
gobbermouche, klazomaniac, scobblelotcher, snoutband, stampcrab, whifflewhaffle, zounderkite, and everything that is contrary to integrity.
In the Book of Psalms ( 12:8) we read that “The wicked freely strut about
when what is vile is honored among men.”
This is the quintessence of Barack Hussein Obama’s so-called
charisma.

***
Frederick William Dame
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True
August 12, 2017
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